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with regard to why the grant was approved, how it fits within
the foundation’s guidelines and other funding efforts, and how
effective the grantee is in doing its work.

“While I would love to have money from Needmor to
direct to some of my favorite charities, or to match my gifts to
charities,” says Stranahan,“I think it is more important to main-
tain the foundation’s integrity and purity of focus.”

Dealing with the expansion of the number of trustees
and family members eligible to make discretionary gifts. As
the number of generations and branches of the family involved
in the foundation increase, having a discretionary grants policy
may tempt the board to divide grants even more formally. “I
do not favor allocating the total grant budget by branches of
the family and calling that discretionary,” says Moore.“That is
simply creating ‘mini foundations’ under a common name and
check writing system.”

One family foundation staff member warned about the
danger of discretionary grants becoming a “Pandora’s Box,”with
trustees expecting to receive more and more discretionary funds
each year, even as the board and family is growing larger and
more dispersed.How do you decide which family members are
given a discretionary grants budget,and which are not? What do
you do when individual trustees suggest that their discretionary
grants budget be increased? These are common questions, and
foundations who have, or who are considering establishing,
discretionary grants policies should be prepared to answer them.

DISCRETIONARY GRANT PROCESS VS.
TYPICAL GRANT PROCESS

The key difference between a standard grant and a 
discretionary grant is the process used to make them. In the 
latter case there is minimal if any board or staff review or 

discussion.Typically, trustees are given the right to direct one
or a small number of grants each year to nonprofits and com-
munity institutions they are familiar with.The maximum total
amount of these gifts is often either a set amount (for instance,
$5,000 per year), or a percentage of the total grantmaking
budget for the year. Minimum and maximum amounts for
each grant are also often set—the former to reduce the time
needed to spent on paperwork and on ensuring that the
grantee is an eligible, 501(c)(3) organization.

The following diagrams give some idea of how the typi-
cal grant process works, as well as how the typical discretionary
grant process works.Figure 3 illustrates the typical grant review
process, where a proposal originates from any of a number of
sources, is reviewed and vetted by support staff or the board’s
grantmaking committee, and then (if approved for full board
discussion) is decided upon by the full board after discussion
and review.

Figure 4 shows what happens with a typical discretionary
grant. Based on the individual board or staff member’s recom-
mendation, the proposed grant is automatically approved by the
full board (assuming it is legal and meets any restrictions the
board has set on these types of grants).

Please note that although these diagrams illustrate the 
typical process for these grants, there is no reason that your own
foundation can or should not establish a system whereby 
discretionary grants also go through some level of committee
or board review.

One experienced foundation advisor also recommends
that foundations consider developing a reporting and approval
format for discretionary grants that, while less comprehensive
than it may be for standard grants, includes a checklist of the
essentials necessary for a responsible approval process, including:
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FIGURE 3: BOARD REVIEW PROCESS FOR A TYPICAL GRANT

FIGURE 4: BOARD REVIEW PROCESS FOR A DISCRETIONARY GRANT
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